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INTRODUCTION 
 
     A New York Times article appearing on May 3, 2004, reported that newly filed court papers revealed that a Dallas law 
firm, Jenkens & Gilgrest, marketed bogus tax shelters to over 1,100 clients over a five-year period, nearly twice the number 
previously cited by the Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”), which is seeking client names from the firm.  The court papers 
were filed in connection with a proposed settlement between the law firm and clients who had filed a class action lawsuit 
against it.  Reportedly, the law firm issued opinion letters to the 1,100 plus clients in 41 states.  The court papers were filed in 
connection with the seeking of court approval for a $75 million settlement with about 100 clients of the law firm participating 
in the class action.  As is characteristic of their genre, the opinion letters stated that the tax shelters were likely to withstand 
IRS scrutiny.  The IRS, however, believed otherwise and declared the shelters invalid or at least questionable – resulting in 
the taxpayers affected owing millions to the government.  As part of an IRS investigation of illicit shelters, the IRS had 
issued summonses to the law firm seeking identification of 607 of the clients who had invested in the shelters.  The law firm 
had resisted the summonses citing attorney-client confidentiality, and turned over only the names of its clients that the IRS 
already knew about together with relevant documents.  The proposed settlement with the law firm’s clients sought to 
maintain their confidentiality and withhold their names from the IRS.  A number of clients of the law firm opposed the 
settlement, however, since it would reimburse them for only a fraction of the amount they owed the government in taxes, 
interest and penalties. The law firm promoting the shelters was not alone in the scam.  The article noted that there was a web 
of accounting firms, financial firms and banks involved.  These firms, which are named in pending lawsuits, could seek to lay 
the blame on the law firm in an attempt to reduce their own legal exposure.  A collateral issue is insurance coverage.  The 
insurers have indicated that they might disclaim coverage if the settlement deal is successful contested.1
     In a subsequent article in the New York Times on May 5, 2004, it was reported that one of the big four accounting firms, 
KPMG, was ordered by a federal judge to turn over names and related documents of tax-shelter clients.  The firm is 
reportedly reviewing the court’s order.  According to this article, the IRS has stepped up efforts to require accounting, law 
and investment firms to disclose the identity of tax shelter buyers.  KPMG is also being investigated concerning its promotion 
of questionable shelters.  In response to IRS subpoenas, KPMG has turned over some documents but has withheld others 
citing attorney-client privilege.  The court order provides KPMG with some leeway with respect to documents arising from 
work that it did with the law firm now known as Sidley Austin Brown and Wood.  The law firm had issued opinion letters 
vouching for the legality of various tax shelters promoted by KPMG.  Interestingly, the judge wrote that the opinion letters 
“appeared to be nothing more than an orchestrated extension of KPMG’s marketing effort.”  Moreover, he chastised KPMG 
for withholding the documents and noted that its privilege logs (indexes of documents deemed to be confidential) were 
inaccurate, incomplete and misleading to a large extent.  The article closes with a statement from the IRS Commissioner that 
“slowly but surely, we are unmasking the false claims of privilege made by those who are merely promoting generic abusive 
tax product.”2

     There has been considerable exposure in the media recently about the use of questionable – or outright bogus – tax 
shelters by corporations and high net-worth individuals to slim down their tax liability.  As a result of the use of these 
shelters, it is clear that there has been a significant loss of revenue by both the federal government and state governments.  
Exactly how much the revenue loss has been is uncertain because the IRS does not know how many corporations or 
individuals have utilized shelters to reduce their tax liability.  But based upon litigated cases, the amounts are huge running 
into the billions of dollars.  These shelters are designed by the best and the brightest and can be admired for their ingenuity 
and brilliance in construction.  Large accounting firms (e.g., KPMG, noted above) and notable investment firms (Merrill 
Lynch has been a significant player in this area) have aggressively marketed the shelters in order to earn outsize fees running 
into the millions of dollars.3  
     Arguably the IRS is overwhelmed by these tax schemes.  However, it is at least attempting to fight back, issuing a stream 
of regulations and rulings designed to drive abusive shelters into the sunlight, by identifying the transactions, forcing their 
registration, disclosure on tax returns, the keeping of lists of participants by the organizers of the shelters, and striking at the 
lawyers who issue opinion letters vouching that the shelter is likely to satisfy scrutiny by the IRS and the courts if 
challenged.4
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     A significant aspect of the IRS confrontation with tax shelter promoters is the requirement mandating the registration of 
tax shelters and the keeping of lists of clients participating in them.  It is obvious that the reason for the requirement to keep 
lists is to make it easier for the IRS to identify those persons who are taking advantage of potentially abusive shelters.   
Equally as obvious is that the clients affected would like to remain anonymous.  The argument for anonymity that has been 
vigorously pursued is that forcing the disclosure of tax shelter participants would violate attorney-client privilege, which has 
been extended by statute to protect confidential communications between a taxpayer and a federally authorized tax 
practitioner.5  In this regard, some recent litigation sheds some light on whether taxpayers participating in shelters can remain 
nameless.  As these cases, summarized hereafter, demonstrate, it doesn’t look good for the shelter investors. 
 
BDO SEIDMAN 

 
     In July of 2003, the Seventh Circuit decided the case of United States v. BDO Seidman (“BDO”) affirming a decision of 
the District Court for the Northern District of Illinois.6  

 
 Summary 

 
     Several unnamed clients of BDO, a public accounting and consulting firm, appealed from a decision of the District Court 
denying their motion to intervene in an IRS enforcement action against BDO.  The IRS had issued twenty summonses to 
BDO as part of its investigation of BDO’s compliance with registration and list-keeping requirements for organizers and 
sellers of potentially abusive tax shelters.7  The clients sought to intervene to assert a confidentiality privilege regarding 
certain documents that BDO intended to turn over pursuant to the summonses.  The clients argued that the disclosure of their 
identities would violate the statutory privilege between a taxpayer and a federally authorized tax practitioner giving tax 
advice granted under Internal Revenue Code (“I.R.C.”) § 7525.8   
     The District Court had denied the clients’ motion to intervene and the Seventh Circuit affirmed. 
 

Facts 
 

     Late in 2000, the IRS received information that BDO was promoting potentially abusive tax shelters without complying 
with the registration and listing requirements for organizers and sellers of tax shelters.  Failure to comply with the registration 
and listing requirements can lead to the imposition of penalties.9  Among other matters, the summonses demanded documents 
identifying the investors who participated in shelters identified by the IRS, the date such investors acquired an interest, and 
all tax shelter registrations filed and investor lists prepared with respect to the transactions. 
     When BDO failed to produce the documents requested, the IRS sought enforcement in the District Court.  BDO set forth a 
number of standard arguments against enforcement:  the summonses were overbroad and issued in bad faith, the information 
sought was already in the possession of the IRS and the information sought was not relevant to the investigation.  
Significantly, however, BDO claimed that some of the information requested violated attorney-client privilege, the work 
product doctrine and the confidentiality privilege granted to tax practitioners giving tax advice pursuant to I.R.C. § 7525.  
The District Court ordered BDO to produce all responsive documents except those that BDO had listed on privilege logs and 
submitted to the court for in camera review.   
 

The Motions to Intervene 
 

     Documents in the possession of BDO revealed the identity of its clients who had invested in at least one of the 20 types of 
tax shelters identified in the IRS summonses.  When BDO informed the affected clients that it intended to turn over these 
documents to the IRS, two sets of unidentified clients – appearing as the John and Jane Does and the Richard and Mary Roes 
– filed emergency motions to intervene.10

     The clients asserted that they had sought confidential advice from BDO regarding the potential tax consequences of 
certain transactions and, accordingly, their identities were statutorily privileged under I.R.C. § 7525.  The clients conceded, 
however, that the documents did not contain any privileged communication other than their identities.  The District Court 
denied the motions.  On appeal, the Seventh Circuit granted a temporary stay and remanded for the limited purpose of 
permitting the District Court to enter more extensive findings regarding those documents for which privilege was claimed 
and to enter specific findings concerning the totality of the circumstances surrounding the privilege claims. 
     After a comprehensive review of all relevant documents, the District Court determined that the identities of at least 55 
clients were not subject to privilege since the communications with the clients had not been for the purpose of providing tax 
advice.  Furthermore, the Court concluded that 28 of the documents were generated for the purpose of preparing tax returns, 
an unprivileged category of communication.11  Finally, the District Court was unable to make findings with respect to 30 
unidentified clients since no confidentiality agreements, consulting agreements or engagement letters were produced on their 
behalf.  Accordingly, the District Court denied the motions to intervene on the ground that the clients lacked a colorable 
claim of privilege under I.R.C. § 7525. 

  
 



  
Discussion 

 
     Initially, the Seventh Circuit noted that to intervene the clients had the burden of establishing that:  (1) the motions to 
intervene were timely, (2) they possessed an interest related to the subject matter of the action, (3) the disposition of the 
action threatened to impair that interest, and (4) the IRS and BDO failed to adequately represent their interest.  Failure to 
satisfy any one of the foregoing is sufficient to deny intervention.12  In this regard, the Court observed that the only factor 
disputed by the IRS was whether the clients demonstrated a legally protected interest in preventing document disclosure that 
would reveal their identities as persons seeking tax shelter advice. 
     The issue before the Seventh Circuit was whether the lower court erred in denying the motions to intervene.  More 
specifically, whether the privilege under I.R.C. § 7525 protects against disclosure of a client’s identity. 
 
1.  Regulatory Context 
 
     Here, the Court observed that provisions in the Internal Revenue Code regarding registration of tax shelters and the 
keeping of lists was enacted as part of the Deficit Reduction Act of 198413 for the purpose of providing the IRS with the 
means to monitor and deter abusive tax shelters.  The underlying premise was to allow the IRS to examine every purchaser of 
a tax shelter investment and to treat such purchasers in a more uniform manner.14  By granting the IRS broad powers to issue 
summonses to investigate tax violations,15 Congress gave the IRS the weapon needed to verify compliance with registration 
and list keeping provisions.  Nevertheless, the IRS must apply to a district court to secure an enforcement order.16  Upon a 
showing of good faith by the IRS, the burden of opposing the enforcement action shifts to the respondent.17  In this context, 
the Court cited a Supreme Court decision observing that there is “a congressional policy choice in favor of disclosure of all 
information relevant to an IRS inquiry.”18

 
2.  I.R.C. § 7525 
 
     The privilege claim of the clients rested entirely on I.R.C. § 7525, which was enacted to provide a confidentiality privilege 
for communications between a taxpayer and a tax practitioner.  In substance, this section provides for the same common law 
confidentiality protection for communication with a federally authorized tax practitioner19 as pertains to communications 
between an attorney and client.  Consequently, the Court stated that the common law interpreting attorney-client privilege 
was applicable, noting that such privilege is “ ‘ one of the oldest recognized privileges for confidential communications 
known to the common law.’ ’’20 Continuing, the Court noted that in order to assert attorney-client privilege, a party must 
show that the communication was intended for the purpose of obtaining legal advice or, in the context of § 7525, tax advice.21  
And that “ordinarily the identity of a client does not come within the scope of the privilege.”22  The Court noted a limited 
exception dealing with the rare circumstance when so much of an actual confidential communication has been disclosed that 
identifying the client will effectively disclose that communication.  For example, in Tillotson v. Boughner,23 an unidentified 
taxpayer, apparently feeling guilty about understating his tax liability on previously filed returns, retained an attorney to 
deliver a cashier’s check to the IRS for about $215,500.  The IRS sought to enforce a summons against the attorney seeking 
disclosure of the client’s identity.  Here, the Court upheld the assertion of privilege since the IRS had become aware of the 
substantive confidential communication between the attorney and the client when it received the cashier’s check.  Revealing 
the identity of the client would therefore reveal the nature of the communication.24  Another example is Cherney25 where it 
was held that the privilege encompasses the identity of a client when the government knows that the unidentified client paid 
fees for a criminal defendant out of his concern over his own involvement in a drug conspiracy charge.  In such case, the 
disclosure of the person’s identity would reveal the clients motive for seeking legal advice. 
     The BDO clients attempted to rely on this limited exception arguing that any document revealing a client’s identity would 
“inevitably reveal that client’s motivation for seeking tax advice from BDO.”26  However, the Court opined that the clients 
had not “established that a confidential communication would be disclosed if their identities are revealed in response to the 
summonses.”27  Significantly, the Court noted that it was not clear what taxpayer motive or communication of tax advice 
would be disclosed by identity disclosure alone.   
     More fundamentally, the Court concluded that the list keeping provision of the Internal Revenue Code precluded the 
taxpayers “from establishing an expectation of confidentiality in their communications with BDO…”28 Essentially, the Court 
believed that the clients should have known when they participated in the shelters that BDO might be obliged to disclose their 
identities. Consequently, they could not credibly argue that they had an expectation of non-disclosure regarding the 
documents sought, which did not contain any tax advice.   
     In conclusion, the Court held that the clients could not demonstrate a colorable claim of privilege. 
     The BDO clients did not easily give up.  Their petition for a rehearing en banc was denied,29 as was their petition for a 
stay pending the filing for a writ of certiorari.30  
 
 
 

  
 



  
ARTHUR ANDERSEN 
 
     In June of 2003, on similar facts, the same District Court that ruled in the BDO case held that the Arthur Andersen 
accounting firm (“Andersen”) was not required to disclose the identity of its tax shelter clients pursuant to IRS summonses.31  
In rendering its decision in Andersen, the District Court was aware that the Seventh Circuit had remanded the BDO case for 
further fact finding.  Accordingly, the District Court requested further documents in light of the relevant inquiries identified 
by the Seventh Circuit in remanding the BDO case.  After reviewing these documents, the District Court denied the 
government’s motion to compel the disclosure of the Andersen client identities.  Although this was in clear contrast to the 
same District Court’s decision rendered in BDO, it found that there was a basis for differentiation.  
  

Facts 
 

     As was the case in BDO, anonymous clients of Andersen sought intervention in the District Court in an attempt to prevent 
disclosure of their identities pursuant to IRS summonses.  While the Andersen case was pending, the Seventh Circuit 
remanded the BDO case for fact finding on four specific issues to determine whether the I.R.C. § 7525 privilege applied to 
the taxpayers involved in that case.  Applying the four inquiries raised by the Seventh Circuit, the District Court in BDO, on 
remand, determined that the identities of at least 55 of the Does were not subject to privilege because many of the 
confidentiality agreements showed that the taxpayers engaged the accounting firm in part for tax preparation, which 
destroyed any expectation of confidentiality.  The District Court also noted that the consulting agreements with BDO 
contained a “No Warranty” provision, specifying that the firm’s services did not include any legal and/or tax opinions.  
     Meanwhile, the District Court in Andersen found that the documents it reviewed sufficiently established the requisite 
elements to invoke the privilege under I.R.C. § 7525.  The Court felt that the factual differences between the documents 
produced in the Andersen case and those produced in the BDO case on the remand were sufficient to warrant a different 
conclusion, namely, that privilege was properly asserted in the former case.  
     Shortly thereafter, the Seventh Circuit ruled in the BDO case affirming the District Court’s finding of no privilege.  
Consequently, the government brought an action in the District Court asking it to alter or amend its prior order in Andersen 
upholding the  intervenor taxpayers’ assertion of a privilege with respect to their identities.  The government also sought an 
order compelling Andersen to disclose the identities of those individuals who did not timely intervene to assert an identity 
privilege.  Now, having the Seventh Circuit decision in hand, the District Court reversed itself ruling that disclosure of 
identity was required.32

 
Discussion 

 
     The Andersen clients argued that the finding in the BDO case should be differentiated since the facts of that case 
demonstrated that the clients there had no reasonable expectation of privacy.  They asserted that those taxpayers: (1) had 
employed BDO in part for tax return preparation incorporating the tax shelters, (2) had entered into agreements with BDO 
expressly warranting that BDO’s services did not include legal or tax opinions, and (3) conceded that none of the other 
documents at issue in the summonses were privileged aside from their identities. 
     In contrast, the Andersen clients stressed that (1) the tax advice given to them was not used to prepare tax returns, (2) their 
transactions differed from the cookie-cutter tax opinion sold and promoted by BDO, claiming theirs were tailored to 
individual clients, (3) unlike the BDO clients, they were in fact asserting privilege over many of the documents relating to 
their transactions, and (4) they had a colorable claim of privilege because their engagement letter with Andersen reflected an 
understanding that the transaction for which Andersen provided tax advice was not subject to reporting and list maintenance 
requirements.  Consequently, they claimed that they had a legitimate expectation of confidentiality in their relationship with 
Andersen as contrasted with non-expectation in the case of the clients of BDO. 
     In reply, the IRS argued that the Seventh Circuit’s holding in BDO was not based upon any specific factual finding.  
Fundamentally, the IRS claimed that the mere possibility of a transaction being subject to the list maintenance requirements 
is sufficient to eliminate any expectation of confidentiality. 
     In reading the Seventh Circuit’s decision in BDO, the District Court admitted it was puzzled as to what the correct 
outcome of the Andersen case should be.  It found it difficult to ascribe no significance to the Seventh Circuit’s remand for 
fact-finding in BDO.  Yet, it admitted that the language at the end of the BDO opinion swept very broadly and did not 
explicitly base its holding on the specific facts in that case.  Although the District Court seemed to feel that its original 
decision in Andersen was correct based upon what it understood to be the relevant three-step inquiry, it felt it had to review 
the case anew based upon the Seventh Circuit decision. 
     The first of the relevant three inquiries the District Court noted is whether the taxpayer sought advice from a tax 
practitioner.  If so, the second inquiry is to determine whether there exists a general common-law claim of attorney-client 
privilege since the I.R.C. § 7525 privilege is co-extensive with that privilege.  In this regard, the Court observed that “[a]n 
attorney-client privilege exists when a client seeks legal advice from a professional legal adviser in his capacity as such, the 
communication is made in confidence and the communication relates to the purpose of obtaining legal advice.”33  If these 

  
 



  
first two requirements are met, then a taxpayer may generally assert a I.R.C. § 7525 claim of privilege.  But whether the 
taxpayer can assert an identity privilege the Court went on to say required a third level of inquiry:  whether revealing the 
clients name would inevitably reveal the motivation of the client in seeking representation in that motivation is a type of 
communication protected by the attorney-client privilege.34

     On its remand of BDO, the Seventh Circuit’s inquiries mirrored the above tripartite analysis.  Accordingly, the District 
Court believed that it was correct in applying this analysis in its original Andersen decision.  In contrast with its findings in 
BDO, however, the District Court concluded that there was an identity privilege.  The Court’s analysis was fact-intensive 
focusing on the relationship between the taxpayer and the practitioner and the type of communications made in confidence.  
In deciding in favor of an identity privilege in its original Andersen decision, the Court believed that the exceptions referred 
to previously (Tillotson and Cherney) were applicable since revealing the clients’ identities would reveal their motivation in 
seeking tax advice, motivation being a confidential communication. 
     Subsequently, the Seventh Circuit ruled in the BDO case affirming the District Court’s determination of no identity 
privilege, specifically rejecting the exception exemplified by Tillotson and Cherney as being applicable.  Based upon the 
Seventh Circuit ruling in BDO, the government in Andersen then brought the action in the District Court asking it to alter or 
amend its prior order upholding the taxpayers’ assertion of a privilege with respect to their identities, and requesting an order 
compelling Andersen to disclose the identities of those individuals who did not timely intervene to assert an identity 
privilege.  Now, based upon the Seventh Circuit decision, the District Court questioned whether its prior factual inquiries 
under the tripartite analysis, which concluded there was an identity privilege, were at all relevant. 
     Although quite puzzled about the BDO decision by the Seventh Circuit, the District Court in Andersen apparently felt it 
had little choice but to alter its prior decision.  It did so based upon language at the end of the BDO decision that considered 
legislative intent and policy considerations seemingly to the exclusion of the specific facts of the case.  The Court noted that 
the Seventh Circuit decision was founded on two broad premises.  First, that it was unclear what motive could be inferred 
from the fact of participation in the tax shelters described in the summonses.  Second, that participation in potentially abusive 
shelters is ordinarily subject to full disclosure thereby precluding any expectation of privacy.  Consequently, the District 
Court believed that the Seventh Circuit was pronouncing a generally applicable prohibition on the assertion of identity 
privilege in IRS summons enforcement actions that should not be altered by differing factual scenarios.  The District Court 
went on to note the Seventh Circuit’s emphasis on the legislative intent behind the registration and list keeping 
requirements35 and the regulatory context favoring transparency of all participants in potentially abusive tax shelters.  Noting 
that it was required to follow its Circuit’s precedent – although seemingly reluctant to do so – the District Court granted the 
governments motion to alter or amend its prior holding and held that the identity of the Andersen clients had to be revealed to 
the IRS.  The decision of the Court was later reduced to a formal detailed order.36

 
CONCLUSION 

 
      The statutory provisions mandating the registration of tax shelters and the keeping of lists of persons participating in them 
by their organizers and promoters, and the privilege provision between a taxpayer and a federally authorized tax practitioner, 
are arguably in conflict.  In the foregoing cases, the taxpayers were basically asserting that the privilege provision should take 
priority.  The District Court in BDO and Andersen apparently felt that the result in each case should be determined by a fact-
intensive analysis of the circumstances.  On this basis, it found in BDO that there was no privilege, and to the contrary in 
Andersen.  The Seventh Circuit, however, took a more fundamental approach and determined that the registration and list 
keeping requirements precluded taxpayers from any expectation of confidentiality with respect to communications with tax 
advisors about tax shelter investments, regardless of the particular facts and circumstances.  Consequently, the District Court 
in Andersen had to reverse itself.  Accordingly, at least in the Seventh Circuit, it is clear that the statutory confidentiality 
provision of the IRC defers to the registration and list keeping provisions.  Perhaps other Circuits will be addressing this area.   
     The decision of the Seventh Circuit appears to follow the direction of narrowing the scope of privileges or obligations of 
confidentiality when faced with competing social values, as evidenced by recent initiatives concerning attorney reporting 
responsibilities mandated by the Sarbanes-Oxley Act and clergy reporting obligations.37

     In a recent article, it was noted that the U.S. General Accounting Office estimates that $85 billion of tax revenue was lost 
by the use of corporate tax shelters alone.  How much more was lost by individual participation in shelters has not been 
estimated. The article goes on to point out the initiatives that have been taken by the Executive, Legislative and Judiciary 
branches of our government, mostly successfully, to crack down on abusive shelters.  The writer of the article takes the 
position that we are seeing the end of the era of abusive tax shelters, but whether this will be the case remains to be seen.38   
     Throughout history, ingenious strategies have been developed to avoid/evade taxes.  As long as there are creative minds 
and strong financial incentives, there will probably be new schemes developing.  A more fundamental concern is whether the 
IRS has adequate resources to fight the proliferation of shelters.  It has been reported that the Congress has tightly restricted 
IRS spending and that powerful business interests oppose any new legislation.  Consequently, the recent publicity by the 
government that it is cracking down on tax shelters may amount to nothing more than a public relations facade.39    
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